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OCN 201
Mantle plumes and hot spots

Question

Long-term (>50 million years) changes in sea 
level are caused by:

A. Changes in the volume of water in the ocean

B. Changes in the volume of the ocean basins

C. Isostatic movements in one continent

D. All of the above
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Seamounts and guyots

Seamounts — volcanic projections on the seafloor that do not rise 
above the surface of the ocean (heights over 1km)
Guyots — flat topped seamounts that once were tall enough to 
approach or rise above the ocean surface and were eroded by the 
action of waves
Abyssal hills — small, extinct volcanoes or rock instrusions near the 
oceanic ridges (heights less than 1km)

Conical seamount Guyot

Abyssal hills, seamounts and 
guyots
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Seamounts and Guyots
• Seamounts are volcanoes that can form at or near oceanic ridges or at 

“hot spots”

• Seamounts that form at oceanic ridges become inactive and subside with 
seafloor as they move away from the ridge axis

• Guyots formed from volcanic islands that are planed off at sea level by 
erosion, then subside as seafloor travels away from the ridge axis

Atolls
• Ring shaped islands or coral reefs centered over 

submerged, inactive volcanic seamounts

• Corals can only live within the photic zone in the 
tropical regions  how can islands made of 
coral rise up from seemingly the deep sea?

• Coral reefs build around a volcanic island, and as 
the island starts to slowly erode and sink the coral 
continues to grow upward (~1cm/yr)

• If volcanic islands sink sufficiently slowly, coral 
growth can keep up, producing an atoll
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• Fringing reef grows around the perimeter of rising or static 
volcanic island

• Island starts to sink isostatically, barrier reef develops as corals 
grow upward, separated from the island by a lagoon

• Eventually the volcanic island sinks completely beneath the 
surface, leaving an atoll where the barrier reef continues to 
grow upward

Darwin’s Theory of Atoll 
Formation

Atoll Formation
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• Darwin Point is where atolls “drown” because coral growth can no longer 
keep up with subsidence

• When temperature becomes too low for coral to grow efficiently  rate of 
volcanic subsidence becomes greater than upward coral growth rate

• In Hawaii this occurs at ~29N 

The Darwin Point

History of the Hawaiian Archipelago 

Hot Spots
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Theory of mantle
plumes

• The concept of mantle plumes was first 
hypothesized by J. Tuzo Wilson (1963) to 
explain linear island chains in the Pacific

• In 1971 W.  Jason Morgan hypothesized that 
“hot spots” resulted from plumes of magma 
originating in the lower mantle near the Earth’s 
core at depths of more than 2,500km 

• “Hot spots” remained relatively fixed in one 
spot

• The hypothesis was built around the formation 
of the Hawaiian Island-Emperor Seamount 
chain in the middle of the Pacific Plate

• The islands and seamounts 
exhibit age progression
Morgan suggested this was 
indicative of a plate moving 
over a stationary hot spot 

• Bend in the chain indicated 
that the Pacific Plate 
changed direction roughly 47 
million years ago

Theory of mantle plumes

Today it remains hotly debated whether mantle 
plumes exist

The Hawaiian Island-Emperor Seamount Chain
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The Hawaiian Hot Spot

• The Hawaiian islands are formed at the hot spot 

• As the plate moves relative to the hot spot new 
islands are formed 

• Older islands move off the hot spot, cool, sink 
isostatically, and are eroded

Age of the Hawaiian Islands
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Hot Spots: tallest topographic 
features on Earth

Question

Which of the following Hawaiian islands is 
older:

A. Kauai

B. Big Island

C. Oahu

D. Maui

E. Molokai
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Are hot spots fixed in place?
• Until recently it was thought that 

hot spots remained relatively fixed 
in place for tens or hundreds 
million years

• Distinct change in direction of the 
Hawaiian Island-Emperor 
Seamount chain occurs at islands 
formed ~ 50 million yeas ago

• Same change in direction is seen 
in the Easter Island and 
MacDonald seamount chains

• Change in direction was 
interpreted as an abrupt change in 
the Pacific Plate’s direction 

Are hot spots fixed in place?
• Paleomagnetic signatures of 

rocks from seamounts of the 
Emperor chain provided 
paleolatitude  the 
seamounts had not been 
formed at the same latitude 
that Hawaii occupies!

• The hypothesis was 
wrong! The Pacific Plate did 
not change direction 
some hot spots can migrate 
independently within the 
mantle

Why are other hot spot island chains in the Pacific 
showing almost equal changes of direction?
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• Hot spots commonly occur on or near the 
oceanic ridges

Examples: Easter Island, Iceland, St. 
Helena, Tristan da Cunha

• This led Morgan (1972) to suggest hot 
spots play an important role in driving 
plate motion

• Hot spots near oceanic ridges create 
aseismic ridges that extend outward from 
spreading axis 

Examples: Tristan da Cunha Walvis 
Ridge and Rio Grande Rise in the S. 
Atlantic

Hot spots near oceanic ridges 

Iceland: a hot spot in the crest of 
the Mid-Atlantic ridge 

• Iceland  is steadily being 
broken apart by the Mid-
Atlantic ridge as the 
plates diverge

• Vastly more magma 
erupts at Iceland than at 
other places on the ridge 

• Igneous activity has built 
a broad submarine 
plateau, which rises more 
than 3000 m above the 
surrounding seafloor
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Yellowstone: a hot spot 
under continental crust

• Trace of the Yellowstone hot spot: 
the Snake River Plain, Oregon to 
Wyoming

The Snake River Plain from space

Two theories for the formation of 
Yellowstone hot spot 
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Importance of Hot Spots
– Third type of volcanism on Earth 

• Oceanic Ridges: basalt
• Volcanic Arc: andesite
• Hot spot: basalt

– The major mode of mantle upwelling (focused 
point sources)

– The hot spot trace provides a history of the 
rate and direction of movement of the plate 
relative to the hot spot

Question

The Hawaiian-Emperor seamount chain is an 
example of :

A. A fracture zone

B. A hot spot trace

C. A  mid-ocean ridge

D. A subduction zone

E. A volcanic island arc
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Large Igneous Provinces
• Voluminous magmatic constructions that form in massive 

volcanic events that result from a mode of mantle 
convection different from that driving plate tectonics on 
Earth

• On land they are called “flood basalts” (e.g., Columbia 
Plateau in the Pacific Northwest, Deccan Traps in India, 
Siberian Plateau in Asia)

• On the seafloor they are called “oceanic plateaus” (e.g. 
Ontong Java Plateau in the western Pacific, Kerguelen 
Plateau in the Indian Ocean)

• Raise sea level when erupt on sea floor

• Raise seawater temperature

• Raise atmospheric temperature

• Potentially caused mass biotic extinctions

Large Igneous Provinces
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Flood Basalts: Deccan 
Traps in India

• One of the largest volcanic provinces in the 
world

• Several 100 km across
• ~2 km thick lava flows
• Formed 67 My ago, erupted in <1My 

2- 8 km3/yr
• Might have played a role in the extinction of 

dinosaurs

Deccan Traps in India
• India migrated to current position over past 67 Ma 

from East of Madagascar
• Present position of hot spot is Reunion Island
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Eric H. De Carlo, OCN201Sp2010

Siberian Flood Basalts
• Formed 248 Ma  largest on land

• Accompanied by most severe biotic extinction ever 
for multicellular life, at the end of Paleozoic

• 95% of marine life vanished

• Largest in the world (36
Mkm3)

• In the South West Pacific 
Ocean

• Formed 122 My ago, in <3 
My  12 km3/yr

• 25 X larger than Deccan
• 2/3 size of Australia
• Plume head (at 5-30% 

melt): 600-1400 km (up to 
½ thickness of mantle)

Eruption would have raised sea level by ~10 
m and raised mean atmospheric T ~7-13oC

Oceanic Plateaus: Ontong-Java
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Question

The Darwin point is:

A. The geographic point where seamounts become guyots

B. The point where the rate of coral growth drops less than 
5cm/year

C. Where atolls “drown” because coral growth cannot keep 
up with the subsidence of the edifice

D. All of the above


